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March 2022THE SANGHA STREAM

S E N S E I  R O B E R T ' S  M E S S A G E

Many people experienced tension in the month of February and we continue to become more aware of the
mental and emotional strains that contribute to the divisiveness that relationships are undergoing from the
burden of the pandemic. People are tired and frustrated with the demands that are being placed upon them and it
has reached a point where we are now witnessing actions in response to divisiveness. Buddhism teaches us that
when we place a high degree of attention on what divides us anger will start to rise. 

Unfortunately, our temple was the target of an outward display of anger on February 01, 2022, with graffiti
defacing our front doors and numerous lettering that made up our signage being forcibly removed from the
structure. On that day, we were not the only building targeted in Bridgeland and the Police investigated the
separate events as hate crimes in the community. The vandalism to our temple was upsetting not only to our
Sangha but also to members of the Bridgeland community. Early in the morning on February 1st, it was a
concerned neighbour who witnessed the vandalism of the temple. And on our behalf, they phoned the Police to
report the crime and later in the day sent us an email voicing their concern over the incident. 

What helps a Buddhist refrain from anger? I believe that a strong understanding of the Four Noble Truths helps
to refrain from anger. Following the path of greed, anger, and ignorance leads to unhappiness and following the
Noble Eightfold Path leads to happiness. The understanding of karma also helps to refrain from anger. Karma is
what we think, what we say, and what we do and because of this one’s actions will sooner or later be
experienced in a similar way. When we realize that our actions have consequences because of the law of karma,
we begin to think about our intentions before we act. Karma reminds us that when we try to hurt others, we are
hurting ourselves. And when it comes to retaliation the understanding of karma acts as a calming force that does
not give rise to anger. If we pause to think about karma before reacting to an unpleasant event, we can apply the
understanding that at this moment I might be experiencing a karmic consequence from my past. 
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The pause allows for a choice to be made; will I react in kind and keep the karma of anger flowing or will I
not react in kind and say to myself that the buck stops here, anger will not be my response, instead my choice
will be to create karma from a stance of loving-kindness.
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The vandalism of the temple on February 1st was malicious and offensive to all of us. Yet, we can see
how the Light of the Dharma prevented any outward retaliation. Instead, the Sangha remained calm and
joined together through donations and supportive communication as we placed our focus on future steps
to deter and secure the temple from further acts of vandalism.

There will always be differences of opinion but this does
not mean that we ignore the teaching of
interconnectedness. Anger clouds our judgement and
places our focus on meeting our own needs, on getting
even rather than thinking about our karmic connection.
We are creating the future by what we do now, it is worth
our time to consider what kind of karma we are creating.

Be well and enjoy a Buddhaful day!

Namo-Amida-Butsu
Robert Gubenco Sensei



U P C O M I N G  W O R K S H O P S  A N D  E V E N T S

The Four Noble Truths are core to our sect of Jodo Shinshu Buddhism. This
workshop will be led by our Sensei Robert Gubenco. 

Register online: https://bit.ly/Noble-10Mar22 

UNDERSTANDING THE FOUR NOBLE TRUTHS
Thursday, March 10th, 2022 at 7pm Mountain 

A one-hour online presentation about inspirational Buddhist
Women such as Eshinni, Shinran Shonin's wife, and Kakushinni,
Shinran Shonin's daughter. Hear how their legacy has carried on. 

The presentation will also look at the current practices led by the
Jodo Shinshu Buddhist Temples of Canada Women's Federation
(JSBTC WF) and the Dana Day initiative. Find out how the WF
continues to honour Buddhist Women and spread the teachings
of the Buddha. To be presented by Susan Huntley who is an
active member of the Calgary Buddhist Temple and past
President of the JSBTC WF.

Register online:https://bit.ly/BuddhistWomen

INSPIRATIONAL BUDDHIST WOMEN AND THE JSBTC WF
Wednesday, March 30th, 2022 @ 7pm Mountain
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Join the Sangha for this 90-minute online workshop with Sensei
Tanis Moore. Breath: Our connection to life - Breathing in,
breathing out, this repeated about 25,000 times per day, and yet
we most often take it for granted. It's only when an illness
causes us to realize the preciousness of breath, that we realize
this connection to all living beings. Every breath we take has
been shared with other people, animals, birds and trees. Our
gratitude to breath.  

OUR GRATITUDE TO BREATH
Sunday, May 15th, 2022 @ 1pm Mountain

We will discuss the anatomy of breathing, do some breathing exercises and become aware of the
movement of breath through our bodies, and how it can bring awareness, relaxation and healing to
various parts of our bodies.

Register online:https://bit.ly/breath-15May22

https://bit.ly/Noble-10Mar22


The Calgary Buddhist Temple Sangha Engagement is
honoured to host an encore online presentation with Ray
Nakano who will talk about what he has learned as a
climate activist, and what you can do about the greatest
crisis of our time. Register to attend an important,
thought-provoking conversation about our Climate Crisis
and what we can do about it as Buddhists.

Register on EventBrite: 
https://bit.ly/ClimateCrisis-5Jun22 

AWAKENING TO THE CLIMATE CRISIS: A BUDDHIST PERSPECTIVE
Sunday, June 5th, 2022 @ 1pm Mountain 

The AGLC has assigned the temple’s casino dates: June 14 and 15, 2022 at Cash Casino, (4040 Blackfoot
Trail)

The volunteer schedule that I was sent in January is filled. However, I am still looking for spares for each
shift. Those people will be the first to be called in the event of a scheduling conflict, or If we need to
supply additional volunteers.

Please consider volunteering for this, our biggest fundraiser. These funds are so important to allow us to
continue to offer Sunday services and Sanga engagement activities.

All volunteer jobs are simple and straightforward, and there is expert assistance available at all times.
Volunteers are provided with dinner and snacks at the casino. 

I am so thankful for the people who can take time out of their busy schedules to help us out with this. I
know that even though it is not a physically demanding job, these shifts can be an endurance challenge. 

Casino Volunteer Co-ordinator,
Jean Masuda
j.masuda95@gmail.com
(403) 255-6087

To view the online volunteer signup page, use this link:
https://www.signupgenius.com/go/8050C4EADAA28A46-casino4

CASH CASINO VOLUNTEER HEADS UP!
Tuesday, June 14 and Wednesday June 15 2022 - 4040 Blackfoot Trail SE
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With the need to support local outreach because of
the pandemic, we’re holding a special Jodo Shinshu
Buddhist Temples of Canada Women’s Federation
or JSBTC WF Dana event where donations can be
made at the temple or by eTransfer from Sunday,
March 27 to Sunday, April 4.

 When sending an eTransfer, it can be made to
jsbtcwf.shuntley@gmail.com to be collected for
Temple reporting and receipting purposes (tax
receipts for donations over $20). It is important to
include in the ‘Message:’ field: “WF Dana
donation”. 

Cash or cheques made out to the Calgary Buddhist
Temple can be left at the temple during this
timeframe as well with clear identification that it is
a “WF Dana donation”. 

2022 JSBTC WF DANA EVENT

The donations will be consolidated and the funds will be sent to an organization of our choice. Donors
should email jsbtcwf.shuntley@gmail.com with suggestions of a local charity that we could support this
year. The responses will determine where the money is directed. Thanks to people like you, $1,335 was
raised last year and donated to the Canadian Mental Health Association to support the health and
wellness of others.

Your kindness and generosity are appreciated. Thank you for considering a wonderful gift of “Dana” –
giving without thought of receiving something in return.

Background: Traditionally in March, the Calgary Buddhist Temple holds an annual Dana Day when
donations are collected and sent to the WF national organization for consolidation to support social
welfare. For the past two years, due to the many challenges associated with COVID, the WF has
encouraged temples to continue to recognize Dana Day giving and to use the funds to support local
initiatives.
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The Calgary Buddhist Temple Sangha Engagement was so lucky to host
this workshop, Cyber Safe, on Sunday, Jan 30. The impressive
presentation by Michael Kim of the Youthlink Calgary Police
Interpretive Centre was very informative and eye-opening. The internet
and social media have become an amazing tool for connecting and
educating, but with limited regulation, there is potential for privacy
issues, bullying and criminal activity. 

CYBER SAFE - ARE YOU AND YOUR FAMILY CYBER SAFE?

Thank you to those who attended this informative presentation on the JSBTC (Jodo Shinshu Buddhist
Temples of Canada) Japan Tour in 2023 held on Sunday, Feb 6. The tour will be from May 7-12, 2023 and
the occasion is to commemorate Shinran Shonin’s 850th Birth Anniversary as well as the Jodo Shinshu
800th Foundation Anniversary Kyosan Hoyo in addition to the 17th World Buddhist Women's Convention. 

Visit http://canada.kiecan.com/jsbtc/ for more information on the tour.

JSBTC JAPAN TOUR IN 2023

P A S T  W O R K S H O P S  A N D  E V E N T S
 

“Gochisosama – Memories of Home” is the name of the wonderful Calgary Buddhist Temple cookbook!
Join us online to watch how to prepare a few delicious recipes found in this awesome cookbook. 

We’ll be making Chawanmushi (Japanese Egg Custard) on pages 12-13, 
Aunty Lei’s Somen Salad on page 53, and Miso and Sake Marinated 
Chicken on page 144… YUM! 

Register online: https://bit.ly/Goshiso-13Feb22

Don’t have the cookbook? No problem… After you attend this demo, you’ll 
want a copy and the information is on the temple website at:
http://calgary-buddhist.ab.ca/blog/gochisosama-memories-of-home-2/.

GOCHISOSAMA
Sunday, February 13th, 2022 at 1pm Mountain 

http://canada.kiecan.com/jsbtc/
https://bit.ly/Goshiso-13Feb22
http://calgary-buddhist.ab.ca/blog/gochisosama-memories-of-home-2/
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L I B R A R Y  N E W S

After 2 years of pandemic-imposed sporadic service (we are cautiously optimistic) (it is with cautious
optimism) that the library will once again be open, compliant to AHS guidelines. 

The tentative date is March 20.

Come visit and view the books....

V A N D A L I S M  N E W S

At the beginning of February, the Calgary Buddhist Temple was vandalized, with offensive graffiti
spray painted on the front doors and twelve of the metal letters on the south and east retaining walls
pried off.  Given the nature of the graffiti, the Calgary City Police are treating this as a hate crime. 
Fortunately, the Temple has a long-standing contract with a graffiti removal company to cover the minor
tagging the Temple has previously experienced. This company quickly painted over the offending
graffiti and will properly repaint the front doors once the weather warms up.  Replacing the letters will
take some time as they have to be separately made and then installed; this will be fairly expensive work.  
The damage has been reported to the Temple’s insurance company, which will cover some of the cost of
replacement. 

The Board is now considering various options to improve the security around the Temple, including
installing cameras and the possibility of fencing the entire site.  In addition to preventing further
vandalism, fencing would probably deter the drug users and homeless people from using Temple
property as an injection site and/or camp site which would ensure greater security and eliminate the
ongoing need to clean around the outside of the building. 

The Board plans to meet with the MLA for Calgary North, Muhammad Yaseen, who is the Associate
Minister of Immigration and Multiculturalism. Mr. Yaseen contacted Robert Sensei directly when he
heard about the vandalism. In addition, we are considering meeting with the City Councillor for
Bridgeland to discuss issues of homeless and drug use in the area and whether that is contributing to
increased vandalism.

News of the vandalism spread quickly throughout the Jodo Shinshu community in Canada and the US.
The Temple has received a number of donations from across Canada, the USA, and the Calgary
community to help address our increased costs. We are truly grateful for all the donations and for the
many expressions of support that the Temple has received. 

In gassho. 



J A N U A R Y  D O N A T I O N S :
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Temple Donations
 
 

Auld, Belle
Bernier, Remy

Calgary Foundation (Misae and Aki Masuda Fund)
Chen, Nicole & Grace

Costello, Ryan
Dooge, Frank

Goudie, Marie Jane
Gubenco, Robert & Lori

Hinatsu, Keiko
Hironaka, Doug

Canada Helps Donations

Ingham, Jessica
Martin, James

McCullagh, Bob
Miyanishi, Kiyoko

Musial, Vincent
 

Anonymous
Bridge, Barry

Caldwell, Doug & Cheryll
Ghann, Jameela
Giggs, Melanie
Howard, Leslie

 

Nagata, Erin
Robson, Tomiko
Stewart, Matthew
Sugimoto, Laura

Sugimoto, Sumire
Wright, Charlene

Howard, Leslie
Huntley, Susan & Chris

Kitagawa, Susan
McCormack, Dan

Oishi, Jits
Ota, Fumi

Sano, Tracee & Robert Alexander
Saruwatari, Rika and Kevin

Tanaka, Margaret
Tsukishima, Lloyd

Webster, Kerry
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